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ABSTRACT 
Modernization is an effective approach to making existing mainframe and distributed systems more 
responsive to business needs. SOA (service-oriented architecture) is an adequate paradigm that allows 
companies to tap into the business value in their current systems and position IT for rapid future changes 
to the business model. In our research works, we focus on the use of SOA to implement Inter-
Organizational WorkFlows (IOWF). The goal is to take benefits from the advantages offered by the SOA 
paradigm like interoperability, reusability and flexibility in order to deal with workflow models easily 
adaptable, evolvable and reusable. This paper focuses on two specific architectures of IOWF which are 
the “chained execution” and the “subcontracting”; the first issue of this work is to define Service-Based 
Cooperation Patterns (SBCP) suitable to the two architectures considered. A SBCP is based on SOA; it is 
defined through three main dimensions: the distribution of services among the partner’s sites, the control 
of instance execution and the structure of interaction between the workflows involved in the cooperation. 
The second issue of the paper consists of adaptation and evolution of IOWF process models obeying to 
the defined SBCP. Then, we state the main operations of adaptation that can be applied on these models; 
we focus on adaptation at process and interactional levels. Conformably to the three dimensions of SBCP, 
we define three classes of adaptation patterns: “service adaptation”, “control flow adaptation” and 
“interaction adaptation” patterns. Also, we particularly distinguish some operations of adaptation called 
evolution of process models based on two perspectives: the expansion of the global functionality of the 
process and the expansion of the cooperation; we show that some evolutions are realized by reuse of 
existing IOWF models. For implementation, we consider IOWF process models specified with BPEL.  
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IOWF, Service, Structured cooperation, Cooperation pattern, Flexibility, Adaptation pattern, Evolution, 
Chained Execution, Subcontracting. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
SOA is a paradigm that supports software modernization (Rotibi & al, 2012) by providing flexible 
distributed and collaborative applications easily adaptable and reactive to changes. All companies that 
aim to stay competitive in their field of activity should increase their production and must be quickly 
responsive to change in order to best satisfy their potential customers. For that, they transform their 
legacy information systems into business processes based on SOA by rebuilding them or by using 
techniques of business process archeology (Pérez-Castillo & al, 2011). In our research works, we focus on 
flexibility of business to business (B2B) processes based on SOA. 
Since many years, B2B applications  has been promoted with the appearance of business oriented 
technologies such as workflow (WF) (Van Der Aalst, 2002) and web services (Alonso & al, 2004) 
supported by service oriented architectures (SOA) (Papazoglou & al, 2007). We are interested with 
structured cooperation (Eder & al, 2002) supported by the concept of inter-organizational workflow 
(IOWF), allowing a cooperation among several business processes attached to business partners, in order 
to reach a common objective according to a “winner-winner” policy. 
In (Van Der Aalst, 99) and (Van Der Aalst, 2000), generic architectures of IOWF have been defined in 
order to support structured cooperation. These architectures are the capacity sharing, the chained 
execution, the subcontracting, the case transfer, the extended case transfer and the loosely coupled WF. 
These architectures implement different schemas of cooperation that can link business partners in B2B 
relationship and cover a large number of existing processes in several domains. In our works, we consider 
these generic architectures as basic patterns of structured cooperation; however in their initial form, these 
architectures were subject to criticisms because of their rigidity and the difficulty to adapt to changes 
(Chebbi, 2007).  
Also, in a context of a dynamic and unstable environment, businesses are often faced with stressful 
situations like a breach of contract with a partner, a failure of the business process and the need of 
additional resources. Faced with these situations and others, companies must review their systems, their 
business processes and their cooperation with other business partners in order to make the required 
changes. Consequently, the WF process and the system implementing it must be flexible enough to 
support the necessary adjustments. These adjustments can cover four complementary aspects of IOWF 
process definition: data, process, interaction and organization. Here, we focus on flexibility on process 
and interaction aspects. Also, we define the flexibility of process models through three perspectives: 
adaptability, evolutivity and reusability. 
Consequently, we have to reach two objectives: the first one is to define cooperation patterns 
supporting flexible models of IOWF corresponding to the basic architectures considered. The second 
objective is to implement adaptation mechanisms dedicated to support changes on IOWF models obeying 
to the cooperation patterns defined.  
In order to deal with IOWF models flexible enough, we adopt an SOA-based approach to define a set 
of service-based cooperation patterns (SBCP); each of which is suitable to a specific IOWF-architecture 
among those considered. SOA allows organizations to overcome technical obstacles to change by 
improving interaction with other platforms and simplifying application architectures, thanks to the 
characteristics of services which are loosely coupled components, easily invoked through their interfaces, 
business oriented and platform independent; also the SOA paradigm supports integration, reuse and 
composition of services. We state that the basic IOWF-architectures considered can be implemented as 
global orchestration or distributed local orchestrations of services, according to constraints relative to 
each architecture. The current paper focuses on two specific IOWF-architectures which are the “chained 
execution” and the “subcontracting” for which we define two service-based cooperation patterns: SBCP2 
and SBCP3. 
For the second issue of our work, we state and we implement usual operations of adaptation that can 
be applied on IOWF process models obeying to the cooperation patterns defined. We particularly 
distinguish some operations of adaptation that we qualify as evolution of process models according to two 
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perspectives: the expansion of the overall functionality of the IOWF process and the expansion of the 
cooperation. For this second perspective, we show that in some cases, an IOWF model can evolve 
respecting the initial cooperation pattern and in other cases it can evolve and falls into the combination of 
two different cooperation patterns. We illustrate these two kinds of evolution by describing evolution 
patterns applied to IOWF models obeying to SBCP2 and SBCP3.  
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the motivations of our research and 
presents some related works attached on one hand, to IOWF approaches and on the other hand, to WF 
adaptability approaches. Section 3 synthesizes the background necessary to understand the paper mainly 
the IOWF process concepts and aspects of flexibility of IOWF models.  Section 4 lays the basis of our 
approach for WF interconnection using services; here, we explain the concepts of SBCP and orchestration 
function. Section 5 describes the two cooperation patterns proposed SBCP2 and SBCP3 respectively 
suitable to the “chained execution” and the “subcontracting” architectures. Section 6 describes the basic 
adaptation patterns proposed.  Section 7 describes evolution patterns applied to IOWF models obeying to 
SBCP2 and SBCP3. Section 8 gives some implementation details and Section 9 summarizes the paper 
and talks about future works. 
 
2. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATIONS 
With the emergence of SOA and web services standards, many research works deal with orchestration 
and choreography of web services (Peltz, 2003), (Amireza, 2009), especially based on BPEL4WS (Jordan 
& al, 2006) in order to build business processes by service composition. Other research works such as 
(Leymann & al, 2002), (Gorton & al, 2009) show the interest of combining BPM (business process 
management), workflow and SOA for the re-use of services to construct dynamic business processes. This 
had a great impact in promoting B2B relationships since several approaches and platforms have been 
developed to support B2B cooperation using WF and SOA. In structured cooperation for example, we 
can cite some approaches like CoopFlow (Chebbi, 2007), CrossFlow (Grefen & al, 2001) CrossWork 
(Mehanjiev & al, 2005), Pyros (Belhajjame & al,2005) and e-Flow (Casati & al, 2001).  
Also, flexibility is an important propriety to be satisfied by business processes and their systems 
allowing them to support changes. Even if some approaches like CoopFlow, Pyros and e-Flow provide 
internal adaptation of workflows without compromising the coherence of the global process, a large 
number of the proposed solutions are not flexible enough because they are closely coupled with the 
platforms.  So for any changes, they impose to re-adapt the interfaces and to newly build the structure of 
interaction. Moreover, WF flexibility is perceived at two complementary levels: (1) at the system level, 
the flexibility defines the ability of a WFMS (WF management system) to face unexpected and erroneous 
situations (Sadiq & al, 2001), (Meng & al, 2006). (2) at the level of process models that defines the ability 
of a process model to be adaptable, evolvable and reusable; many research works have been proposed 
based on different techniques such as adaptation patterns (He & al, 2008), (Döhring & al, 2011), (Weber 
& al, 2008), rule-based adaptation patterns (Muller & al, 2004), (Döhring & al, 2010) constraint-based 
modeling (Pesic & al, 2007) and interactive adaptation (Dadam & al, 2009) to support flexibility of 
process models. For example, in (Weber & al, 2008), the authors identify the most important process 
change patterns and change features for PAIS (process aware information systems). In (Tragatschnig & 
al, 2011), a framework was described using adaptation patterns and aspect–programming in order to 
support process adaptation for BPEL engines. 
In the current work, we introduce the concept of service-based cooperation pattern (SBCP) to define 
an IOWF process model based on SOA paradigm where a central concept is a service; this allows a 
preservation of autonomy and confidentiality between business partners since services are provided with a 
certain degree of flexibility and published via their interfaces. The idea of using services to build 
collaborative business applications is not new. The motivations behind this come from three main points: 
(1) the relevance of service orientation, (2) the benefits of service orientation for the information system 
and (3) the benefits of service orientation for the cooperation. For the first point, the concept of service 
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(particularly web services) provides credible answers to constraints and problems attached to the 
information system like the lack of flexibility, the reluctance to openness and those attached to the 
cooperation like the need to preserve the autonomy and the confidentiality. For the second point, the 
service-based approach provides a certain degree of flexibility to the information system by easing the 
participation in new business opportunities and meeting new market demands. For the third point, the 
cooperation between business partners is realized by service composition. Thus, SOA can help enterprises 
liberate core business assets by making it easier to enrich, modernize, extend and reuse those assets well 
beyond their original scope of design. 
Regarding the choice of the basic IOWF-architectures, we have considered those proposed in (Van 
Der Aalst, 99) and (Van Der Aalst, 2000) because they define different ways in which businesses can 
cooperate together and cover a wide range of existing business processes. Then, our approach of WF 
interconnection (respectively, adaptation and evolution) can be applied to a large number of existing 
IOWF process models. 
Also, for conceptual aspects of our solution, we adopt a pattern-based approach to define the different 
schemas of WF interconnection and to define the different adaptations applied on these schemas. The 
concept of pattern was initially used in software engineering as the abstraction from a concrete form 
which keeps recurring in specific non-arbitrary context. In the workflow area, this concept has been 
usually used for business process modeling (Van Der Aalst & al, 2003), business process improvement or 
changes (Weber & al, 2008), (Tragatschnig & al, 2011) or exception handling (Russel & al, 2006). 
Also, the pattern-based approach allows the enumeration of all recurrent and structurally well defined 
situations that can occur repeatedly to interconnect and to adapt IOWF processes. From the 
implementation perspective, the pattern-based approach allows modular and reusable implementation of 
the proposed patterns starting with elementary patterns and going to more complex ones by reuse of the 
first ones. 
In the next section, we introduce the necessary definitions and concepts to ease the understanding of 
the paper. 
 
 
3. SYNTHESIS OF BACKGROUND 
 
3.1. IOWF Definition and Dimensions 
An IOWF can be defined as a manager of activities involving two or more workflows autonomous, 
possibly heterogeneous and interoperable in order to achieve a common business goal.  
In (Van Der Aalst, 99), generic architectures of IOWF have been defined in order to support structured 
cooperation which must obey, depending on needs of partners, to a schema clearly defined. These 
architectures are the capacity sharing, the chained execution, the subcontracting, the case transfer, the 
extended case transfer and the loosely coupled WF. These architectures are characterized according to 
two main dimensions: the partitioning of the process and the control of execution.  
Regarding the first dimension, two types of partitioning are distinguished: process schema partitioning 
and instance partitioning. Process schema partitioning means that the IOWF process model is 
implemented as fragments of the global model at the partner’s sites. Instance partitioning means that the 
execution of a process instance is distributed among the different sites in a disjoint manner (at each 
moment, an instance is located at one site).  
Since IOWF are distributed systems, the control of instance execution can be centralized, 
decentralized, mixed or hierarchized.  The control is centralized if the execution of process instances is 
delegated to one system that also manages all interactions between the systems of partners; this is suitable 
for the capacity sharing. The control is decentralized if the execution of instances is distributed among 
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the systems of all partners and each system manages itself its interactions with the other systems, this is 
appropriate for the chained execution, the loosely coupled and the (extended)case transfer architectures. 
We say that a control is hierarchized if each system manages its own WF and there is one principal 
system that controls interactions with one or more secondary systems, like in the subcontracting 
architecture. 
Let’s recall that in the current work, we deal with two specific IOWF-architectures: the “chained 
execution” and the “subcontracting” that we describe in the following.  
 
3.2. The chained Execution Architecture 
The chained execution architecture supports a model of cooperation that connects two or more 
business partners, each of which implements its own workflow process. Workflows implied in the 
cooperation are executed in sequence. The results of execution of WFi are input data of WFi+1. In this 
architecture, we have process schema partitioning since each partner implements a fragment of the global 
WF and instance partitioning because at each moment a process instance is at one location; the control of 
execution is decentralized. The UML activity diagram of Figure 1 shows an example of an IOWF process 
obeying to the “chained execution” architecture that implies two partners in the design and the 
implementation of integrated circuits (PCB). We suppose that partner 1 has competencies and resources 
for the design of the PCB and partner 2 has competencies and resources to implement the PCB designed 
by partner 1. The overall process is executed in sequence and each WF is composed by a set of activities. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Example of IOWF process “Realization of PCB”  
according to the “chained execution” architecture 
 
3.3. The Subcontracting Architecture 
This architecture supports a model of cooperation that connects two or more business partners, each of 
which implements its own workflow process. There is one main workflow attached to the main partner 
which subcontracts some activities not implemented locally to one or more secondary workflows 
implemented by other partners  involved in the subcontracting relationship. The subcontracting 
cooperation obeys to process schema partitioning and hierarchized control of execution. 
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Figure 2.  Example of IOWF process “Realization of PCB”  
according to the “subcontracting” architecture 
The UML activity diagram of Figure 2 describes an IOWF process related again to the design and 
realization of integrated circuits (PCB) to potential customers, the process involves two partners (a main 
partner and a secondary partner). When the customer’s order is received, the main partner studies the 
schema of PCB, if it is a mono-layer PCB, it is entirely designed and implemented locally; otherwise in 
case of multi-layer PCB, its design is subcontracted to an external (secondary) partner because the main 
partner has not enough competencies and resources to design multi-layer PCB. The result of processing is 
returned to the main partner. Let’s notice that we consider the same example as the first architecture in 
order to show that for a given business process, we can define different schemas of cooperation 
depending on the competencies of the partners involved in the cooperation, not on the process itself.  
 
3.4. IOWF Meta-Model 
In Figure 3, we propose a meta-model of IOWF process definition partially inspired from the meta-
model proposed by the WFMC1 for traditional workflow process definition.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Meta-model of IOWF process definition 
                                                 
1 WokFlow Management Coalition - www.wfmc.org 
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We can see that an IOWF process model is defined by a set of WF (fragments of the global IOWF) and a 
cooperation pattern. Each WF is attached to a partner, manipulates data and is submitted to a condition 
of invocation. A given cooperation pattern is attached to a specific architecture of IOWF; it links two or 
more workflows and is based on three main dimensions: the partitioning of the process, the control of 
execution and the structure of interaction which is defined by a set of interaction points between WF 
fragments; interaction between WF fragments obeys to an interaction pattern that can be synchronous, 
asynchronous, one-a-way, etc. Intuitively a cooperation pattern defines the manner in which WF 
fragments are distributed among the partner’s sites, how the execution of instances is managed and how 
WF fragments interact together. 
 
3.5. Flexibility of IOWF models 
As already evoked in the introduction, the environment of businesses and the business processes 
describing their behavior are naturally dynamic, because they are continually submitted to new market 
constraints and unexpected events. Indeed, a business process is perpetually subject to changes affecting 
its structure and its validity. So, a business process should be flexible enough in order to support these 
changes.  
 Through the concepts exhibited on the meta-model of Figure 3, we can see that an IOWF model 
covers four main axes: process (concepts of IOWF, WF, condition and cooperation pattern), organization 
(concept of partner), data and interaction (concepts of interaction structure and interaction point). 
Consequently, we can affirm that the constraints of flexibility in a IOWF model are not limited to one 
axis, but cover the four axes composing it. Also, we perceive the flexibility of process models through 
three main perspectives: adaptability, evolutivity and reusability that we define as follows: 
The adaptability of an IOWF process model defines its capacity to easily support changes while 
maintaining the coherence of the process after changes, the overall functionality and the cooperation (the 
set of partners). Hence, an IOWF model is adaptable if one or more of the entities (WF, condition, data, 
interaction points) composing it can be modified without affecting the global functionality of the process 
and the cooperation.  
The evolutivity (called evolutive adaptability) of an IOWF process model is its capacity to accept 
expansion of its global functionality and/or expansion of cooperation inducing additional business 
partners and so additional WF fragments where maintaining the coherence of the process, we say that the 
IOWF model is evolvable. 
 
The reusability of a model defines its capacity to be easily integrated with another model in order to 
build more and more complex models. Then, an IOWF model is reusable if it can be manipulated as a 
separate entity (IOWF) and to be integrated to other models in order to build more complex IOWF 
processes which cover more functionalities and services. 
Let’s notice that in our work, we focus on flexibility reflected at process and interaction axes (although 
it involves and also draws on other levels – data and organization) and in the current paper we mainly 
exhibit two aspects of flexibility which are the adaptability and the evolutivity of process models obeying 
to two specific IOWF-architectures. 
 
4. OUR GLOBAL APPROACH FOR WF INTERCONNECTION 
Regarding the issue of WF interconnection, we use a SOA-based approach as already evoked, our 
main idea is to encapsulate each WF fragment into a single service or a set of services according to the 
interaction points existing in the basic IOWF-architecture so as that interactions between WF fragments 
turn to invocation of services.  
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4.1. Encapsulation of a WF Process into Services 
The encapsulation of a WF process (or a sub-process) into a service is possible due to conceptual and 
technical similarities between the concept of WF and the concept of service. Figure 4 exhibits these 
conceptual similarities. 
 
- Conceptual Aspects 
A WF process is attached to a business partner exactly as a business service. A service is eventually 
composed by other services (components), in the same manner a WF process is eventually composed by 
sub-processes having the same structure as the global WF. At the lower level of decomposition, a WF 
process is hierarchized into activities; an activity uses/produces data, it is submitted to a transition 
condition and can invoke external applications. Also, a service is hierarchized into operations (activities); 
each operation uses/produces data, it is submitted to a pre-condition (analog to transition condition) and 
can invoke external services (applications).  
In addition, a WF process covers a global business functionality that can be decomposed into sub-
functionalities performed by sub-processes. Service in turn, has a global business functionality that can be 
decomposed into sub-functionalities performed by the service components. Therefore, we can say that a 
WF process is conceptually similar to a business oriented service. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Correspondence of Concepts – WF vs Service 
 
- Technical Aspects 
Technically, a service has an interface and a description allowing its invocation in accordance with 
syntactic, semantic and QoS constraints. Similarly, a WF process has a description and an interface (set of 
API) for its invocation from another WF through the interface 4 of the reference model proposed by the 
WFMC coalition. Thus a WF process (or sub-process) can be considered as a business service performing 
a well defined functionality and that should be invoked through an interface, under some constraints. 
Hence the idea of encapsulating a WF process in a service which presents the advantages of a loosely 
coupled, interoperable and platform independent component. 
 
4.2. Structuring of the IOWF into Services 
Globally, in order to structure an IOWF schema into services, our approach is to cut each WF process 
provided by each partner into sub-processes that must be encapsulated into services. For that, we consider 
interaction points between the workflows involved in the cooperation as markers allowing the cutting of 
the process schema into sub-processes. A sub-process is composed of activities implementing part of the 
process and covering a sub-functionality, it requires input data and produces output ones. According to 
the interaction points in the IOWF, we can envisage two configurations: (1) the interaction points are 
located only at the beginning and the end of the WF invoked; (2) the interaction points are located at 
several points of the WF invoked. However, the two IOWF-architectures considered in this work (the 
“chained execution” and the “subcontracting”) obey to the first configuration, then we propose to entirely 
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encapsulate each WF invoked into a service in such a manner that all interactions between the workflows 
implied in the cooperation turn into invocation of services (see Figure 5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Generic schemas of IOWF 
Depending on the IOWF architecture, the operations of invocation are interpreted differently. Indeed, 
for a chained execution, invocation consists to forward the instance (partially performed by partner 1) to 
partner 2 in order to complete its execution; for a subcontracting, the invocation consists to delegate part 
(one activity or more) of a principal WF to a secondary WF. 
 
Remarks  
- On Figure 5, service S is not necessarily atomic; it can be composed by several services. But, even 
if a service is composite, it seems to be atomic from outside since it requires a single interaction 
point. 
- In order to deal with IOWF models completely based on services, the WF of each partner can be 
structured at internal level, as a set of services encapsulating activities or sub-processes and linked 
with control flow operators. Also, activities that require human intervention can be abstracted into 
specific services (for example, in Oracle-BPEL, these activities are implemented through the 
concept of Task manager). 
 
In the following section, we introduce the concept of SBCP that exhibits the characterization of 
specific IOWF-architectures using SOA-based approach. 
 
4.3. Service Based Cooperation Pattern (SBCP) 
Figure 6 below describes the meta-model of SBCP definition.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Meta-model of a SBCP Definition  
In addition to the cutting of the WF process into services, we should decide about the appropriate 
mode of control of execution at runtime and the structure of interaction between services. This leads us to 
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three main questions: (1) How to structure the WF process into services? (2) How to control the 
execution of instances? (3) how to define interactions between services provided by different partners? 
These three questions exhibit three main dimensions on which is based the concept of SBCP as shown on 
figure 6. here, we define a sbcp in a generic manner (covering all the IOWF-architectures defined in (Van 
Der Aalst, 99), (Van Der Aalst, 2000)). In section 5 below, we exhibit the specificities of the two SBCP 
related to the IOWF-architectures considered in this work. 
Regarding the first dimension which is the distribution of services among the partner’s sites, we 
consider that each service encapsulates part or all of the WF process and is implemented at the partner’s 
site that provides it. This dimension corresponds to the dimension Process partitioning which is defined 
for the initial IOWF-architectures (see the meta-model of Figure 3). From the perspective of a given 
partner, a service can be implemented locally (local service) or provided by an external partner (external 
service). 
The second dimension which is the control of execution (centralized, decentralized or hierarchized) is 
expressed through the concept of orchestration function that abstracts the structure of the process in terms 
of control flow and interactions between services composing the IOWF process. Hence, in case of 
centralized control, there is one global orchestration function implemented at the site of one partner that 
controls the execution of the whole IOWF. In contrast, in case of decentralized control, there is a set of 
local orchestration functions. Each orchestration function is implemented at one partner site and allows 
the control of the fragment implemented at the same partner site. In case of hierarchized control, there is 
one global orchestration function that controls the invocation of internal and external services and a set of 
local orchestration functions that control the execution of secondary workflows implied in the 
“subcontracting” cooperation.  The concept of orchestration function is defined and illustrated in Section 
4.4 and Section 5 below.  
The third dimension defines the interactions between services of several partners implied in the IOWF 
process. This dimension is expressed via interactional activities (invoke-receive for asynchronous or one -
a- way communication and invoke-receive-reply for synchronous communication). 
 
4.4. Orchestration Function and Control Flow 
Like shown on the meta-model of Figure 6, the concept of orchestration function describes the control 
flow between services composing the IOWF using basic control flow operators. On Figure 7, we 
introduce these basic operators and we express them using a general notation independently from any 
language or platform. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Basic control flow operators 
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Remark - To describe multi-choice – respectively multi-parallel - (more than two edges), we can 
decompose on several simple choices – respectively several simple parallel blocks. For example, Alt (S1, 
S2, S3) is expressed as Alt (Alt (S1, S2), S3) or Alt (S1, Alt (S2, S3)). 
In the following, we describe the two SBCP related to the “chained execution” and the 
“subcontracting” architectures. For each cooperation pattern, we give some descriptive details (reference, 
name, structure, control, type of interaction, use in practice), a generic schema and a meta-model. We 
refer to the “chained execution” pattern and the “subcontracting” pattern by SBCP2 and SBCP3 
respectively, in order to keep the same references as in our other works.  
 
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE TWO SBCP 
 
5.1. The “Chained Execution” Pattern –SBCP2 
For the SBCP obeying to the chained execution architecture (SBCP2), the WF of each partner is entirely 
encapsulated within a service that means service Si encapsulates WFi provided by partner i. Process 
instances are executed according to the sequence of services implemented. The first service (S1) of the 
sequence is triggered by an external event (the occurrence of a new instance), the other services of the 
sequence, each of which is triggered by the service that precedes it in the sequence. In a general way, a 
service Si+1 is invoked by service Si that precedes it once Si terminates its execution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
Figure 8.  Description of the “Chained Execution” Pattern- SBCP2 
In Figure 8, we give general characteristics of the pattern (reference, name, cooperation, control mode, 
use in practice); we provide a generic schema and a meta-model of the pattern definition, the dotted arrow 
on the schema indicates a facultative reply to the service invoker (for notification); at the bottom of the 
same figure, we give the set of rules (R2.1, R2.2,…) that should be used in our framework of cooperation, 
to implement an IOWF obeying to the SBCP2 pattern. 
Pattern-Reference: SBCP2 
Name: “Chained Execution” Pattern 
Cooperation: Sequential execution of services implemented by a set of partners. 
Control: Decentralized (a set of local orchestration functions) 
Type of interaction: Synchronous or One-a-way 
Use in practice: fairly common in the supply-chain management processes 
Example: An IOWF process implying three partners in a production line: a supplier of raw 
materials, a producer of semi-finished products and a producer of finished products. 
 
 
Implementation Rules 
R2.1: Encapsulate each WF into a service. 
R2.2: Insert an activity “invoke” at the end of each WF in order to transmit data to the following 
WF in the sequence.  
R2.3: Insert an activity “receive” at the beginning of each WF in order to capture data sent from 
the precedent WF. 
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SBCP2 uses a decentralized control of execution; we implement it as a set of local orchestrations of 
services (Boukhedouma & al, 2012a). At internal level, services Si can be implemented as composite 
services since they respectively encapsulate the WF of each partner; each internal activity of WFi is 
implemented as a local service Sij. Local services are orchestrated using a local orchestration function 
implemented at each partner where maintaining a decentralized control of execution in the IOWF. The 
local orchestrator (see Figure 9) of partner i has to receive input data from another orchestrator and to 
invoke its local composite service (Si) with this input data and then to invoke service Sk of the next 
partner by sending results (output) of its local service.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.   Illustration of local orchestrators 
 
For this cooperation pattern (SBCP2), the interaction between services obeys to a “one-a-way” 
interaction pattern if no reply (to the invoker) is necessary or a synchronous interaction pattern if we 
consider a reply for notification. In a one-a-way interaction, or fire and forget, the client sends a message 
to the service and does not wait for a response. In BPEL (Figure 10(a)), this interaction pattern is 
implemented using an invoke activity from the client (WFi) and a receive activity at the service (WFi+1) 
that becomes in turn a client when it invokes the next service (WFi+2). In a synchronous interaction 
pattern, the client process invokes the service and waits for a reply in order to perform the execution of 
the rest of the client process. In BPEL, this pattern is implemented using an invoke operation from the 
client and a reply from the service (see Figure 10 (b)); of course, a receive activity is also implemented at 
each partner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Interaction patterns in BPEL 
receive 
(a) One-a-way interaction pattern
(b) Synchronous interaction pattern
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Figure 11 below illustrates the concept of orchestration function using our notation on an example of 
IOWF model obeying to the SBCP2. The process schema describes an IOWF implying two partners, 
partner 1 and partner 2 implementing their WFs as services S1 and S2 respectively. Partner 1 provides his 
WF composed by internal services S11, S12, S13, S14, S15 and partner 2 provides his WF composed by 
internal services S21, S22 and S23. For more readability and less complexity of the orchestration function, 
we can structure the process fragments into blocks Bij of sequential, parallel or alternative services. In a 
hierarchical manner, a block can be expressed using other blocks. Sout1 corresponds to an activity 
“invoke” of service S2 and Sin2 corresponds to an activity “receive”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11.  Illustration of orchestration functions - SBCP2 
 
5.2. The “Subcontracting” Pattern –SBCP3 
To realize a service-based subcontracting pattern (SBCP3), we propose to entirely encapsulate each 
secondary WF involved in the cooperation within a service (Boukhedouma & al, 2012b). On Figure 12, 
partner 1 hosts the main WF and partner 2 provides his secondary WF as a global service S2 which can be 
composite but from the perspective of the main partner, it is abstracted to a single entity; thus, partner 1 
invokes the service of partner 2 for subcontracting. To obtain an IOWF entirely based on services, the 
whole WF can be implemented as an orchestration of local services encapsulating sub-processes or 
activities of the main WF and external services provided by secondary partners. In SBCP3, the control of 
execution is hierarchized because the main WF manages the control of the whole process and controls 
invocation of external services. SBCP3 is described through the meta-model of Figure 12. For this 
pattern, the interaction between services is synchronous.  
To illustrate the concept of orchestration function on SBCP3, we give a simple example of IOWF like 
shown on Figure 13. The process schema describes an IOWF implying two partners, partner 1 and partner 
2. Partner1 provides the main WF composed by internal services S11, S12, S13, S14 and an invocation of 
S2 which is the external service provided by partner 2. 
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Figure 12.  Description of the “Subcontracting” pattern – SBCP3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13.  Illustration of orchestration functions - SBCP3 
  
In the next section, we focus on the second issue of our work which is the adaptability and the evolutivity 
of IOWF models obeying to the SBCP previously described. 
 
 
Pattern-Reference: SBCP3 
Name: “Subcontracting” Pattern 
Cooperation: Externalization of services to other partners 
Structure: A set of internal and external services orchestrated by a global orchestration function 
implemented at the main partner and a set of local orchestration functions, each of which 
implemented at the corresponding secondary partner. 
Control: Hierarchized 
Type of interaction: Synchronous 
Use in practice: Fairly common between business partners with complementary skills and 
competencies. 
Examples: Processes of pharmaceutical production, automotive processes, manufacturing and 
assembly of integrated circuits. 
 
Implementation Rules 
R3.1: Encapsulate each secondary WF into a service. 
R3.2: Insert an activity “invoke” into the main WF in order to invoke the service encapsulating the 
secondary WF. 
R3.3: Insert an activity “receive” at the beginning of the secondary process to be invoked, in order 
to receive the input data sent by the main workflow. 
R3.4: Insert an activity “reply” at the end of the secondary WF in order to return results to the 
main WF. 
R3.5: Insert an activity “receive” into the main workflow after the corresponding activity “invoke” 
in order to receive results from the secondary WF. 
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6. ADAPTABILITY OF IOWF MODELS 
According to the previous descriptions and the meta-model of Figure 6, adaptation of process models 
turns to modifications of the entities attached to the three dimensions defining a SBCP that means 
services, orchestration functions and/or interactions. Consequently, we classify our adaptation patterns 
into three main: Service adaptation patterns, Control Flow adaptation patterns and Interaction adaptation 
patterns.   
 
6.1. Service Adaptation Patterns 
These patterns concern the modifications that can be applied on the services composing the IOWF 
process; these modifications are typically adding, removing, replacing, merging two services (in a 
sequential, parallel or alternative block) and decomposing a service into a block of two services 
expressing sequential, parallel or alternative execution. An adaptation of a service usually induces 
modification on the orchestration function using it or a modification of closely attached attributes like 
condition or data. 
 
6.1.1 Adding, Removing and Substituting Services 
Adding a service is done in order to insert an additional step in the process. The reverse operation of 
adding is the removing of services. For adding or removing services, it is to distinguish adding or 
removing of a service on one edge composed by sequential services or in a block composed by two edges 
expressing parallel or alternative execution. Table 1 describes the basic patterns of adding services 
illustrated by generic process schemas and the corresponding orchestration functions. We can see that 
there are elementary patterns named AP1.1, AP1.2, respectively for adding a new service before or after a 
given service in the process, and there are more elaborated patterns like AP1.3, AP1.4 and AP1.5 which 
are implemented using elementary patterns AP1.1 or AP1.2, depending on the location of the service to 
add. 
Table 1. Description of “Adding Service”Patterns 
  
Table 2 shows typical operations of removing services (service S2 for example). Let’s notice that two 
configurations are possible when removing a service S from a block with two edges: (1) service S is in 
sequence with other services, (2) service S is alone on the edge; this results on two different scenarios of 
adaptation. These two configurations are represented only for inclusive choice, but in our implementation, 
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they are also considered for exclusive choice and parallel execution.For the removing patterns, we can see 
that AP2.1 is an elementary pattern and AP2.2, AP2.3, AP2.4, AP2.5, etc. are implemented using AP2.1. 
Another basic operation of adaptation concerns the substitution (replacing) of services. This is 
typically a removing of the service to replace followed by an adding of the new service. Then, the pattern 
AP3 (called “Service Substitution” Pattern) is implemented using patterns PA1.x and PA2.x for 
respectively adding and removing, depending on the location in the process schema (in sequence, parallel 
or alternative) of the service to be replaced. 
Table 2. Description of “Service Removing” Patterns 
 
 
6.1.2 Fusion and Decomposition of Services 
The operation of fusion can concern two services linked by a sequence, an inclusive choice, an 
exclusive choice or a parallel execution, in order to simplify the process model and to abstract several 
services into one. Table 3 below describes these basic operations and the corresponding orchestration 
functions modified after each operation for merging S2, S3 in a single service S’. We can state that since 
services to merge are in the same block, they become easier to remove and to replace, because the block 
(Alt (S2,S3), Par (S2,S3) or Exl (S2, S3)) is considered as a single composite service to be replaced. More 
elaborated operations of fusion concern configurations such as services to merge are not in the same 
block. For example in a model described by the orchestration function Seq(Seq(S1, Par(S2,S3)), S4), the 
operation of merging S1 and S2 cannot be done directly since we must know if we maintain the 
parallelism or we don’t maintain it; this information should be provided as additional parameter. In both 
cases, this must be decomposed into elementary operations of removing and adding of single services or 
blocks. Then, the fusion patterns are implemented using the adding and the removing patterns AP2.5 and 
AP2.6 which are not represented on Table 2, correspond to removing a service from one edge with a 
single service of parallel execution and of exclusive choice respectively. 
The reverse operation of fusion is the decomposition of a service to obtain a block of two services that 
can be sequential, parallel or alternative block. The decomposition of services can be done to improve the 
parallelism in the process (parallel decomposition) or to add condition (alternative decomposition) due to 
new constraints or to have more control on process execution (sequential decomposition).We can see on 
Table 4 that the decomposition of a service consists to remove a single service (S2 for example) and to 
add a block composed by two services (S’ and S”) linked by a sequence, an alternative or a parallel 
operator. This explains the use of adding patterns AP1.x and removing Patterns AP2.x. 
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Remark - For all the adaptation patterns proposed, the assignation of variables (inputs and outputs of 
the injected services is done in a semi-automatic manner; a wizard that displays a set of variables is 
proposed to the designer who selects the appropriate variables. 
Table 3. Description of Fusion Patterns 
 
 
Table 4. Description of Decomposition Patterns 
 
 
6.2. Control Flow Adaptation Patterns 
This category of patterns concerns modification of the control flow between services composing the 
IOWF process, without affecting the services themselves. This is typically a replacing of an operator of 
control flow by another; we can replace for example a sequence operator (seq) by parallel operator (par) 
(parallelization of services) to improve the execution time of process instances, or vice versa 
(sequentialization of services) if an execution of a service becomes dependant from another service (the 
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order of services in the sequence should be provided as a parameter), or alternation of services if an 
execution of a service depends from a given condition that should be specified.  
Table 5. Description of “Control Flow” Adaptation Patterns 
 
Even if there is no modification on services implied in the IOWF, the implementation of the control 
flow patterns uses other patterns of adding and removing services (see Table 5) because we have to 
update input and output data of services and also the conditions of invocation. 
 
6.3. Interaction Adaptation Patterns 
This category of patterns concerns modification of the interactions between services composing the 
IOWF process and provided by different partners. Specifically, updating the structure of interaction is 
done by adding, removing or updating interactional points (see Table 6). 
Table 6. Description of “Interaction” Adaptation Patterns 
 
 
7. EVOLUTIVITY OF  IOWF MODELS 
As already explained, the evolutivity (or evolutive adaptability) of IOWF process models is reflected at 
two perspectives: the functionality and the cooperation of the IOWF. Hence, an IOWF model is evolvable 
if it can be extended to additional functionalities or if it allows expansion of cooperation to involve more 
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partners and more external services. The two perspectives are not exclusive; indeed expansion of the 
cooperation can induce expansion of functionalities and vice versa.  
   
7.1. Expanding Functionalities 
Expansion of functionalities of the IOWF can be done by adding internal services Sij (respectively 
blocks) with novel functionalities into the WF of one or more partner(s) or by replacing a service 
(respectively block) by another that covers more functionalities. To do that, we can refer to operations 
described in Section 6.1, the only difference is that the injected services implement additional 
functionalities in the IOWF process. At external level, the expansion of functionalities can be realized by 
replacing an external service Si encapsulating a WF fragment by another external service that covers more 
functionality. 
 
7.2. Expanding Cooperation 
 According to the cooperation perspective, it is the capacity to open the IOWF to more partners. For 
this perspective, the evolution patterns depend on the cooperation pattern defining the IOWF process.  
For this second perspective, we show that in some cases, an IOWF model can evolve while maintaining 
the initial cooperation pattern and in other cases it can evolve and fall into the combination of two 
different cooperation patterns. To illustrate these two kinds of evolution, we describe evolution patterns 
applied to the IOWF models obeying to SBCP2 and SBCP3. 
 
7.2.1 Expanding the “Chained Execution” 
 
An IOWF obeying to the chained execution pattern (SBCP2) can be extended according to one of these 
two configurations: 
(a) Adding a new external service encapsulating a WF provided by a new partner in order to extend 
the functionalities of the initial IOWF or to add a new intermediary phase in the IOWF process.  
(b) Replace a given service in the sequence of the IOWF model by an exclusive block of two services 
provided by two different partners. In all cases, the process instances are exclusively executed 
according to one sequential edge obeying to the chained execution pattern. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Expanding the chained execution  
 
Starting with an IOWF model initially composed by a sequence of three services Sx, Sy and Sz 
provided by partners x, y and z respectively, Figure 14 shows the possible configurations of evolution 
previously described. In case of evolution (a), we have to add the orchestration function of service w and 
to modify the interactional services Souty and Sinz insuring interaction with the novel service w. In 
evolution (b), we have to add the orchestration functions of services r and w and to modify the 
interactional services Soutx to implement the exclusive choice and Sinz insuring interaction with the 
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novel service r or w. Let’s notice that the pattern SBCP2 is preserved since instances are executed 
according to one path of sequential services (Sx, Sw, Sz) or (Sx, Sr, Sz). 
 
7.2.2   Expanding the “Subcontracting” 
 
Expansion of the subcontracting can occur when the main partner subcontracts other activities to 
external partners or when a secondary partner in turn subcontracts part of its WF to other partners, this 
results in what we call “multi-level subcontracting”. 
Expansion of subcontracting can be done according to one of the configurations (a, b, c) shown on Figure 
15.  OP-Split means OR-Split, XOR-Split or AND-Split. 
 
(a) Replacing an internal service of the main WF by an external service 
(b) Replacing an external service by an alternative branch composed by two external services Sx and 
Sy provided by two partners where for some cases (according to a condition) , Sx is invoked and 
for other cases Sy is invoked 
(c) Replacing an external service by a parallel branch composed by two external services Sx and Sy 
provided by two partners; Sx and Sy are executed simultaneously. 
Changes obviously described can be expressed through operations of substitution and decomposition 
explained in Section 6. The only difference is that evolutivity concerns external services. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Expanding the subcontracting  
 
The configuration of multi-level subcontracting is obtained when the main WF invokes a secondary 
WF through the external service provided, and the secondary partner in turn operates changes to 
subcontract part of its own WF to another partner; this is invisible from the perspective of the main WF 
but the overall IOWF implies additional partners at different levels. Figure 16 shows a schema of this 
configuration. Changes relative to this configuration are done at the secondary partner by substituting one 
or more of its local services by external services. 
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Figure 16. Multi-level subcontracting  
 
7.2.3 Evolution by Combination of the SBCP2 and SBCP3 
Describing the WFIO as a composite service using the concept of orchestration function allows the 
combination of two IOWF obeying to the same or different SBCP. In fact, the IOWF is manipulated itself 
as a composite service that can be added, removed or substituted with respect of the constraints relative of 
each IOWF-architecture. In the following, we describe two IOWF evolution patterns based on the 
combination of SBCP2 and SBCP3; this represents one aspect of reuse of IOWF models and in such 
architectures, there is cooperation pattern which is predominant compared to the other. Then we talk 
about a “chained execution in a subcontracting” or “a subcontracting in a chained execution” (SBCP2 in 
SBCP3 or SBCP3 in SBCP2). 
- A “chained execution” in a “subcontracting” 
This configuration is obtained when the main partner subcontracts part of its WF to a group of partners 
which are involved in the “chained execution” cooperation. In this case, the predominant pattern is 
SBCP3 because the execution of the IOWF is controlled by the main partner that invokes the IOWF 
obeying to the SBCP2 pattern provided by the group of partners. This last, once invoked is controlled by 
the group of (secondary) partners. Also, this architecture requires a return of results in a reverse sequence 
in the IOWF obeying to SBCP2 in order to communicate the results of subcontracting to the main partner. 
This falls on IOWF-architecture with a mixed control “hierarchized/decentralized”. On Figure17, partner 
1 subcontracts part of its WF to the group of partners x, y, z providing a WFIO composed by the sequence 
of services (Sx, Sy, Sz). Partner 1 invokes the first service (Sx) of the sequence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Combination of Cooperation Patterns – SBCP2 in SBCP3 
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- A “subcontracting” in a “chained execution” 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 18. Combination of Cooperation Patterns – SBCP3 in SBCP2 
This configuration can be used when a partner involved in an IOWF obeying to SBCP2 decides to 
subcontract part of its local WF to an external partner. In this case, the predominant pattern is SBCP2 and 
on a given fragment of the sequence, there is a subcontracting. The control of execution is mixed 
decentralized/hierarchized. On Figure 18, Partner y subcontracts part of its WF to partner w; a 
modification is done on the orchestration function of service y in order to invoke the external service Sw.  
  
8. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 
Since our work focuses on two main issues which are closely linked:  (1) the service-based 
cooperation patterns (SBCP) and (2) the adaptation (respectively evolution) patterns applied to process 
models obeying to the SBCP defined, our implementation contains two main frameworks: (1) a 
framework for cooperation that supports the generation of SBCP starting with service-based process 
models provided by a set of partners, and (2) a framework for adaptation composed by a set of adaptation 
(respectively evolution) patterns that support  the adaptation (respectively evolution) of the generated 
process models.  
The implementation of our frameworks provides a set of wizard functions allowing the guidance of the 
designer step by step in order to realize a specific IOWF-architecture according to a selected SBCP or a 
specific operation of adaptation on a given IOWF model obeying to one of the SBCP defined.  
For the deployment of the framework of cooperation, we suggest to install the applicative modules at a 
tier structure accessing to abstracted definition of the WF of each partner that should be implied in the 
cooperation. Once the IOWF model is realized (based on the implementation rules specified for each 
SBCP and a control of coherence of the data flow when invoking services), its execution is triggered to 
check the correct execution for instances conformably to the process model built. 
For the deployment of the framework of adaptation, applicative modules can be accessed by all 
partners for adaptations affecting the internal structure of the process. But, adaptations that affect the 
cooperation pattern or interactional aspects cannot be done locally; these should be delegated to a tier 
structure in order to guarantee the coherence of the global IOWF.  
 
8.1.  Development Tools 
For the development of our frameworks, we have considered process models specified with BPEL and 
interpreted by the WF engine OPEN ESB 2.2, we also used a plug-in SOA Netbeans. We have developed 
our frameworks using the Java language and the IDE Netbeans, the application server used is GlassFish 
server version 2. To implement the cooperation and the adaptation patterns, we have used the API jdom2 
that eases the modification on the code BPEL specifying the WF processes since it is based on the XML 
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language. For example, we simply use the class Element implemented in the API jdom to create a new 
XML tag.  
Our frameworks are as modular as possible since we implement a separate class for each elementary 
operation to perform on process models. For example, for our framework of adaptation, we create a class 
for adding a service after a given service in a sequential branch, another class for adding a service before 
a given service in a sequential branch, another class for adding a service in an alternative block, etc. This 
eases the reuse of existing classes to implement other ones; thus, the operations of substitution, fusion and 
decomposition are implemented using elementary operations of adding and removing of services (see 
Tables 3, 4). For the application of the adaptation patterns, after each operation of adaptation, we run the 
adapted process in order to check that the adaptation has been successfully done. In the following, we 
illustrate the implementation of the adaptation patterns AP1.2 and AP4.4. 
 
8.2.  Examples of Implementation  
- The AP1.2 Pattern  
Figure 19 below shows the interface related to implementation of AP1.1 or AP1.2 patterns (add a service 
in sequence). Once the WF process to adapt is selected, the designer has to introduce some parameters 
like the name of the service (for example “NewService”) to add, the inputs and outputs, the location 
(before or after what service). At the right side of Figure 19, we show the code java corresponding to the 
implementation of the pattern AP1.2 “add in sequence after…”   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Interface “Adding a service” and Part of the corresponding java code 
 
- The AP4.4 Pattern  
Figure 20 shows the interface of fusion and part of the code java corresponding to the 
implementation of the pattern AP4.4 “Parallel Fusion of services”. 
 
- Update Variables and Conditions 
In order to maintain the coherence of the process after realizing a cooperation pattern or an adaptation, 
our applications provide an interface allowing the update of the data flow in the process. It is to select a 
service and all input/output variables are displayed to the designer who selects the appropriate 
input/output variables. 
Also, when the adaptation concerns alternative blocks, we have to generate the correct conditions of 
choice, then our application provides a simple graphical wizard allowing the generation of simple or 
composite conditions. 
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Figure  20. Interface and part of the java code corresponding the implementation of the AP4.4 pattern 
 
9. CONCLUSION 
The current paper focuses on two main issues which are the WF cooperation and the WF adaptation. 
So, we exhibit two main contributions closely linked. First, in order to deal with IOWF process models 
flexible enough, we have proposed cooperation patterns based on SOA paradigm called service-based 
cooperation patterns (SBCP) in order to implement specific IOWF-architectures (here we deal with the 
“chained execution” and the “subcontracting” architectures). Depending on the IOWF-architecture, we 
express the process model using a global orchestration function or a set of local orchestration functions.  
For the second issue that concerns the adaptation of process models obeying to the SBCP defined, we 
classify our adaptation patterns in three categories according to the three dimensions (services, control 
flow and interaction) on which we define the concept of SBCP. Specific operations of adaptation called 
evolutions affect the global functionality of the IOWF model and/or the cooperation and depend on the 
SBCP on which the IOWF model is based. Regarding the cooperation perspective, we show that in some 
cases, an IOWF model can evolve while maintaining the initial cooperation pattern and in other cases it 
can evolve and fall into the combination of two different cooperation patterns. We have illustrated these 
two kinds of evolutions on IOWF models obeying to SBCP2 and SBCP3. For the implementation of the 
proposed patterns, we have considered process models specified with BPEL. 
Let’s notice that the adaptation patterns can be applied at build time by a designer of the process or at 
runtime combined with a technique (such as rule-based technique) of dynamic adaptation. At this stage of 
our work, we have only simulated dynamic adaptation by suspending process instances, applying 
adaptation and resuming the execution of the suspended instances. Furthermore, with the proposed 
approach, we can deal with reusability (well supported by SOA) of IOWF process models which is 
another aspect of flexibility allowing the combination of several IOWF obeying to the same or different 
architectures, in order to build more complex business processes based on existing ones. This aspect has 
been briefly illustrated, for example, by the two scenarios of evolution (SBCP2 in SBCP3 and SBCP3 in 
SBCP2). 
We are currently working on the implementation of cooperation patterns suitable to other IOWF- 
architectures that means the “case transfer” that we have already considered in our previous works 
(Boukhedouma & al, 2011), (Boukhedouma & al, 2012c) and the “loosely coupled” architecture. 
Furthermore, we intend to complete our framework of adaptation by implementing adaptation and 
evolution patterns suitable to these architectures. 
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KEY TERMS & DEFINITIONS  
WF process: is a set of activities consuming input data and producing outputs and linked between them 
with control flow operators. 
WF process model: is an abstraction of the main aspects (functional, behavioral, interactional, 
organizational and/or informational) defining a WF process. But, we usually refer to functional and 
behavioral aspects.  
WF sub-process: is part of a WF process composed of a set of activities implementing a sub-
functionality, it requires input data and produces output ones. 
Structured cooperation:  is a form of cooperation where a process model is clearly defined at build time 
and all process instances follow the same model at runtime.    
Ad-hoc cooperation: is appropriate for non-durable cooperation where process models are not 
completely defined at build time but can be completed in fly at runtime and process instances not 
necessarily follow the same model. 
Planned cooperation: is a form of cooperation where partners are known a priori and agree for 
cooperation through a contract. 
Cross-organizational WF: Inter-organizational WF which is a WF that implies several business partners. 
WF composition: is a mechanism that allows a construction of new (usually more complex) WF 
processes using existing ones (less complex). 
Service-based WF:  is a WF where activities are implemented as services. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
